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COVID-19 impacts 
Open Science in Two (2) ways

1) Highlights need to share information - for Treatments and Policy

2) Fuels “Fake News” debates - stresses need for Trust in Science 



Impact #1 : New level of openness 

1) Flood of open access data and papers on corona virus

2) International nature of issues made obvious 



Impact #2 : Public debates on science 

1) Interest/questions about process and conflicting information 

2) Some political agendas see benefit in undermining science

4

Trust in Science



Canadian Commission for UNESCO 

Open Science Paper 

• Features both considerations 

• and speaks to Canadian perspective



Our paper

• Reviews status of Open Science in Canada 

• And opportunities to encourage Open Science

Promotes Openness  

• To attack grand issues of climate, health, equality 

• To encourage networking and collaboration 



But also notes

• Issues raised by Open Science for  science infrastructures

• And need for care in advancing Open Science agenda 

Such as 

• Makes it harder to control quality in content and access

• Encourages predatory publishing/unregulated pre-print



Canadian concern 

about non-profit small publishers 

• i.e - Leading national science publisher –

Canadian Science Publishing 

• Moving to Open Access –

but needs revenues for transition 

• Journals are cornerstones to scientific communities

– venues for development



Other considerations

• National security

• IP for commercialization 

• Privacy – Ethics



CCUNESCO Youth – More than just Journal Access

“Our concept of open science goes far beyond access to journals and data,” says the paper’s co-author Ella Chan, a University of

British Columbia student and CCUNESCO Youth member.  “It can include the movement to involve more non-expert citizens in the 

scientific process, the use of social media, and a range of science communications activities.”



Bottomline     - Open Science is Great  

But UNESCO Recommendation should recognize

• There is a cost  $$$$  to openness - producing and sharing quality science

• Must maintain and build infrastructure 

for “truly accessible”  and useable science

This will also support public education 

• instill public confidence – Trust in Science 

• as well as supporting science-based policy  
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